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A Characterization of the Weak*-Integral

Rhie, Gil-Seob and Park, Hi-Kyo

ABSTRACT. The main goal of the present paper is to charac
terize the weak * -integral, which is a weak* analogy of Geitz[4]

1. Introduction

Let (fi, S, f』) be a finite measure space and X a Banach space with 

continuous dual X*. An X*-valued function f defined on Q is said 

to be weak*-measurable if 2 o / is measurable for each x in X. A 

weak*-measurable function f is said to be weak*-integrable if i o / is 

integrable for each x in X and the weak*-integral of f over E in S 

means the element 하 of X* such that

쟈(鉛)= / xofdfi

Je
for all x in X, We write = (w*) — fE f d/丄.

The main goal of the present paper is to give a characterization of 

the weak*-integral, which is a weak* analogy of Geitz[4].

Most of the notations and terminologies follow those of Diestel and 

Uhl[외.

2. Main Result

For a subset A of X*, the weak* closure of A in X部 and the weak* 

closed convex hull of A in X* are denoted by w* — cl(A) and w* — 

clco(A), respectively, the following lemma provides the basis for this 

section. We will call it the mean value theorem for the weak*-integral.
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LEMMA 1. The mean value theorem for the weak^-integral. Let 

/ : Q —> X* be weak*-integrable. Then for each measurable set E of 

positive measure

忌 ((“)_』=) ew* — cM/(E)).

PROOF: Suppose there is a measurable set E of positive measure 

such that

》느 ((피*) — // 하) 해* — clco(•八日))•

Then by the Hahn-Banach theorem and the fact that (X*, weak*)* = 

X [1, Theorem V.1.3], there exist an 鉛 in X, a real number a such 

that
忌 으…※a<"/(w)

for all w in E.

Integrating over

i 5 o / Jp < a아 (E) < I xo fd}i

Je Je
a contradiction. This completes the proof.

As a weak* version of Geitz[4], we characterize the weak*-integral 

with the mean value theorem for the weak*-integral.

DEFINITION 2: Let f : (I — X* be a weak* measurable function, B 

a measurable subset of Q and 7r a finite partition of B into measurable 

sets. We define the S*(7r,B) to be the weak*-closure of the convex 

set
으 £ w* — 시co(/(E)>(E).

REMARK: Suppose that / : Q —> X* is weak*-integrable. If B is 

measurable and 7r is a finite partition of B into measurable sets, then 

(w*)— I /dM=£(w*)— I /印 e£w* —clco(/(E))/z(E).

Jb Een Je EE 穴

In particular, (w*) — JB f dp, E S*(7r,B) where the intersection is 

taken over all partition 7r of B.
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THEOREM 3. Let y : Q —> X* be a bounded weak^-measurable 

function. Then f丄. S*(7r,B) = {(w*) — fB f d아} for each measurable 

set B.

PROOF: The above remark shows that (w*) — fB f dfi E「느 S*(7r, 

B). We will show that (w*) — fB f dp, is the only possible element of 

f)7r<S*(;r, B). Fix a measurable set B and let x* G f丄.S*(7r,B); we 

shall show that

자*(x) = 서 x o f
Jb

for every x in X.

Let e > 0 and x E X. Since xo f is bounded, it is the uniform limit 

of a sequence of simple functions. It follows that there exists a finite 

partition 7r of B such that if 乃 is in 7「and wi, W2 in E, then

\x o /(W1) -xo f(w2)| < 6.

Hence for any element w in E, we have

忌우…야—…(비 <£

and |J그소 of d사 一：Bo/(w)/z(E)| < e^E). If 乞<寸(싸) is a convex 

sum with each w, in E, then

J金 o f dfi o < qi(JE).

It follows that if :z:추 G w* — clco(/(」E：)) for each E in 7r, then

I £ 으 f dp — x츠(x)아(E) 스 타」i(E). 
J E

Sununing over all the set E in 7r gives

j x o f d(j, — < 하i(B).

Since this holds for every e > 0, we have

x*(x) = J x o f dfj.

and x* = (w*) — fB f d[i. This completes the proof.
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LEMMA 4. Let f be a bounded weak*-measurable function. Then 

the vector measure F : S — X* defined by F(B) = (w*) — fEfdf』,is 

countably additive.

PROOF: Since f is bounded, it is clear that the set S = {x o / : 

||께 < 1, € X} C 12(^)} is uniformly integrable. Let E be the

disjoint union of En’s in S. Since S is uniformly integrable, for each 

匕 > 0, there exists 5 > 0 such that fA\xof\dfi<e for each x in X 

with ||께 < 1 if /i(』4) < 6. It follows that ||F(A)|| < e. Hence SF(風) 
converges to F(E) in norm topology, that is F satisfies the countable 

additivity. This completes the proof.

Corollary 5. Let f : Q — X* be a weak*-measurable function. 

If f is bounded, then for each measurable set B, there exists a weakly 

compact subset W of X* such that W Pl »S*(7r,B) is not empty for 

every finite partition 7r of B.

PROOF: From the boundedness of /, the vector measure F defined 

in the above lemma is countable additive. Let W be the closure 

of the set {(w*) — f dpi: E E 分} with respect to the a(X*,X**)- 

topology. This set is well known to be weakly compact [2, Corollary 

1.2.7] and we have already seen that W Pl S*(7r,B) is not empty for 

every finite partition 7r of B, this completes the proof.
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